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The Coptic text forms part of BM Ms. Or. 5001, published by E. A. Wallis Budge in

Coptic Homilies in the Dialect of Upper Egypt (London 1910); a Syriac text of more

or less the same work, also published there, is contained in BM Ms. Add. 17,192. The

title of the Coptic text makes it clear that the work has been attributed to

Athanasius, the Syriac to his predecessor Alexander (313-328). Budge very sensibly

and helpfully  included both texts in his volume. My aim here is to present a

translation of the Coptic text, which differs in minor points from Budge's

translation. It is fairly clear that, if both texts are translated from a Greek original,

there must have been two versions of it:  the Coptic text is approximately twice as

long as the Syriac.  Budge thinks that the Syriac is only a partial translation of the

text. The title of the Syriac text, in addition to 'soul' and 'body', includes the words

'on the Incarnation of Our Lord'. Budge's page numbers are at the top of each

section and the folio numbers in brackets. The Coptic Dictionary is cited simply by

the name of the author, Crum.

Many early Christian texts display a certain anti-Semitism, and this is one of them.

An interesting feature of the phenomenon here is that it ranges from the ingratitude

of Jews in the pre-Messiah period to their hostility to Christ and his followers in the

Messiah period.



A discourse delivered by the Patriarch Saint Athanasius, 

the Archbishop of Alexandria, 

about the Soul and the Body

The word sent from the heavens with no envy in it, this which is ready to slake the

thirst of your1 souls. You yourselves, be ready for the power of the word. But it2 also

needs one who listens. Like the rain which does not bring fruit without3 the earth

and the earth which does not bear fruit without the rain, so also the listener does not

benefit without the one who teaches him or the teacher without the listener, for the

Logos will give the word and obedience, let the listeners perform it.4

The Logos will give its strength and you yourselves [...]5 without envy, having

first purified yourself of all envy6, grudging and lack of belief, for they are the

enemies of righteousness. Envy is opposed to love, as bitterness to sweetness,

darkness to light,  

(116) 

1 Syr. 'our'
2 The pronoun has the pl. form 'they'. I take it to be sing. referring to 'power.'
3 The language of the text is largely Sahidic, but there seems to be some confusion here between the use of the

vowels e and a. Here, for example, ejm would normally mean 'upon', but the sense requires ajm 'without'.
The Syriac reads 'without'.  In this passage there is also a certain confusion between two verbal prefixes: mere

and mare, the former of which is negative and the latter optative. These errors may be due to the speed at
which Budge worked when he produced his text.

4 Syr. 'the word gives what we say, listening what we hear'
5   Syr. 'give listening'
6 xwk is probably for kwx 'envy'.



evil to good, death to life and lies to truth. The things which are done through the

power of the Enemy have envy, grudging and faithlessness, which hate love, faith,

which hate them, for they are the enemies of God. 7

We know, my beloved, that every one who is filled with envy and grudging

and faithlessness is an enemy of righteousness. Therefore, guard yourselves against

what is the enemy of righteousness and receive to yourselves faith and love, for

through these  all the saints have been saved, from the beginning until now.

Show therefore the strength of love not in word alone but also in deed. For the

Lord gave it to us all for salvation. As the entire world came into being through the

word of his mouth, we did not come into being by ourselves, but he created us in

word and deed. 

It was not enough for God to say: 'Let us make a man in our image an

likeness', but he caused the deed to follow the word. For God took earth from earth

and made it into a man, according to his likeness and image. He breathed into his

face the breath of life.

Adam became subject to death because of his transgression. The physical stuff

(plasma) of Adam needed to be re-formed once again by God the demiurge so that it

might be saved. For the man who decayed 8 was buried in the earth, his spirit having

separated from him, the spirit he (God) breathed into him (man), which had become

a breath of life, was now overpowered in a dark place when he died, in the place

called Amente.

(117) 

For the soul and the body were parted, and death separated them from each

other. The soul was bound in Amente, while the flesh disintegrated in the earth.

There was a great distance between them, the flesh and the soul. The flesh perished

and was scattered in the earth in which it had been buried. But the soul became

weak in the bonds of Amente. The strong soul was bound in the darkness.

The weak part, the body, disintegrated in the earth. For the body will not be

7 The formulation of the Syr. text is slightly different, e.g. 'those who are filled with these opposites are dead'.
8 Budge reads: aprwme gar srofref tomS epkax. If this is the reading,  it needs to be emended to some

thing like aprwme etsrofref automSf epkax.



able to move when disintegrated in the mountain.9 Nor will the soul be able to do

anything bound in Amente. For when death took man, the strong part he (death)

bound in Amente, viz. the soul, whereas the weak part he caused to disintegrate in

the earth, viz. the flesh.

As a tyrant who who will take a royal state10 first overpowers the king and

detaches him from his state, so death first goes to the soul, the body having become

like a  ship with no helmsman, so also the body decays, its limbs disintegrate one by

one because the soul has ceased to guide it and the limbs have been scattered on the

mountain 11 and become waste like a city destroyed, like a ship with no helmsman in

it, he having drowned in the water. For it is the soul alone that guides its body, like a

king that governs his state.

For when man is dead, his soul is no longer able to guide his flesh,  because it

is bound in Amente and has wandered from the paths of righteousness, like a

helmsman whose ship has gone adrift on the sea, the soul  has deviated from the

upright paths, 

(118) 

 

driven into the paths of robbers to be snatched up by them, viz. adultery,

debauchery, vanity, idolatry, homicide and hatred.

These are things by which the soul destroys man, and because of them he rots

away in the desert. The soul has been given by the Evil One, it having followed him,

to be overpowered in Amente, because he has stolen it like a thief.12

But he made the soul unable to help her own body after it had perished. The

flesh disintegrated in the earth, in its ...13,  its limbs distant from each other, because

the soul is not  in them, binding them. The soul itself is bound in Amente, not in

fetters but in chains.

9 Refers generally to the desert, which in Egypt, is largely rock beneath a thin layer of sand,  Ar. جبل. It was
used by the  Egyptians as a burial ground.

10 polis
11 An echo perhaps of earlier times, when bodies were buried in the desert just below the surface and could be

disturbed by animals, such as the jackal, which in the form of inpw (Anubis) became responsible for guiding
the dead to the underworld. Cf.  Pyramid Text 373, where Teti (6th Dynasty) is firmly told to collect his bones
and gather his limbs.

12 Syr. does not use this image
13 Looks like a Gk word:nesxormakh. Syr. has no equivalent



For this reason it is not able to help its own body not to decay in the earth, like

a helmsman about to die and his ship to run to ground.

This is also how the soul, if it were not bound in Amente, would guide its body

not to die. But the soul is bound not only in chains and also in its own sins., like

fetters. For this reason it is weak and abandons its body after it has decayed in the

ground. The soul is oppressed in Amente, having become the footstool of death14.

It is in Amente, weeping and sighing without15 its good body, saying: 'Where is

my body in which  I  sing songs ? Where is my body in which I pray to God ? Where

is my good body in which I was human 

(119) 

with my companions and relatives, walking with them, dancing in my body ? For in

my body I was called 'man'. Now I am not a man but a soul.

For when the body is separated from the soul by death, it is called 'corpse',

with an evil smell. I was searching for my body, I was not searching for my name16,

which made me human and enabled me to speak.

For when the soul ceases to be in its body, the body never again speaks with a

beautiful vouce, but with a weak voice that is almost inaudible17,  like a singer who

has no voice and is speechless.

This is like the soul that has no body to cry aloud in, for the body has decayed

in the earth like a vessel that has broken and becomes speechless18 without a voice

or sound, immobile like a corpse, For the soul which normally adorns it has gone, its

speech organ taken from it. Nor is it possible to know the image of any man who has

died, because he has withered in the sand. Nor would you know19 his face or the

appearance of his body or his greatness, and you would hear the voice of any one.

The son will not know his father or mother or brother or companion. For it is

14 Same  image in Syr.
15  ejM must be understood as ajM- 
16 The name was as important to the Egyptians as it is to us, albeit perhaps in a different way . For a concise

overview of the Egyptian 'person' the reader is advised to consult J. Allen Middle Egyptian: an introduction to
the  language and culture of the hieroglyphs (C.U.P. 2010) Essay 7 on Human Nature p.81

17 esokm emate lit. 'very enclosed'
18 Probably a typographical error: at¥aue for at¥aje
19 Probably a typographical error: neksoun for meksoun (as in the next line mekswtm). This passage makes

use of a conjugation prefix that expresses repeated action or habit, and this is the negative form of it.



not possible to know his face in the grave20. His lips are withered, his nose rotten,

his eyes closed. The colour of his face has changed. It is not possible to know anyone

in them (the features), for the bodies in graves all become dust. They decay, and

nothing of them remains for us to see.

It is not possible to know a bone that we could attach it to its own body,

because 

(120)  

the bone is visible with no flesh covering it. And even before the flesh around the

bone withers, it is not possible for you to know21 who it is. 

Who has ever identified a bone from the limbs ? Or who will be able to tell us

about the colour of one who has died ? For it is not possible for you to know the

bones of Adam. What about those of the prophets, the bodies of the patriarchs,

those of the apostles ? They are all laid out in the earth. Their heads and their bodies

are laid out.

If the son looks for his father, he will not know him in the grave, nor a

companion his companion nor a brother his brother. He will not any name to know

who he is in truth. He will not know his features because they have become dust in

the grave, with no human likeness in them. For many is scattered on the face of the

entire earth and he will be laid out in every place. The earth is narrow in the grave

and tomb, and every place is full of the physical remains of the dead.

The earth has also become a single grave for the dead.A  single man was taken

from the earth, but thousands and thousands, tens of thousands and tens of 

thousands have been buried in it.

Every place is filled with the dead: the sea and the rivers, the earth and the

mountains. The wild beasts and the birds eat and  are sated from the remains of the

dead..Amente is full of chained souls. O, creation of earth full of grief. O, creation of

man  who grows old to die, who increases in grief and sighs. The joy of those on

earth is the length of an hour. They thought of it as a long time. But it left them

quickly. 

20 Face masks were not uncommon in Ancient Egyptian burials. These essentially 3-dimensional objects were
flattened out to 2-dimensional portraits, the so-called 'mummy portraits' that were not uncommon in Greco-
Roman Egypt. They have been given this name because of the style in which they are painted, which has more
to do with Western art than Egyptian art. 

21 Crum 370a cites this writing



(121)

For a man rejoices  when about to take a wife and weeps after she has died. He

also rejoices over his sons and weeps over their grave.

A son rejoices over his father, and later mourns when he is buried. What use

is this to man ? Man is grief,  without comfort. It is not possible to comfort the one

who is to perish, nor is there is anyone to comfort him. A man of his sort dies.22 A

companion will call upon his companion, when succumbing to death. A  prophet of

God will comfort them, but they will not listen to him. Nor indeed have they

believed in the heavenly God or have done his will23 before they die24.

While he still angry at man for his transgression, the punishments25 of man

are unspeakable and unutterable. 

For all sorts of things are perpetrated on man because of his transgression:

sickness, loss, pain, grief, distress that surrounds him, cold, heat, fire, wild beasts,

birds, reptiles, the times of old age,26, airs and earthquakes, rain and dew harm man.

He is submerged  by rivers, eaten by wild beasts, burned by fire and destroyed by

death.

Man was universally despised when he was disobedient to God, When he was

expelled from Paradise, he came to this estate full of tribulation, in which there is

envy, adultery, debauchery and idolatry. For these are the things for which man has

died.

All these things have combined to create death for man and he has been

crushed by lawlessness 

(122) 

so that he will be obliterated. For man, at all times, has no enjoyment  of any season.

22 After 'like him' there are two words that cannot easily be fitted in to an English sentence: ntof xwwf 'he
himself', and they seem to have an emphatic sense. The same combination is repeated in the next line after 'his
companion'. The verbal prefix of the Coptic indicates habit or general truth (like the English Simple Present),
what used to be known as Praesens Consuetudinis.

23 Probably  <ou>w¥.
24 Lit. 'until they fall into death'.
25 Lit. 'destructions'
26 The text reads: 'the times and old ages'; I suggest reading neouoei¥ {mN} MmnTxllo



Which time has man ever enjoyed ?27

Did he enjoy being in the womb of his mother ? How will be happy enclosed

in the darkness with the foul smell, in distress and straits on all sides in the blood of

the belly, but was happy when he came out from it.28  He almost died when he was in

the womb of his mother and suckling ? How is he crying out and weeping ?

For the one who is at ease does not cry out aloud or weep, but is a child and

skips along the ground. He is happy.

How will he be happy when he is subject to a wild beast coming  upon him

and beating him to death and his mouth is split open,29 with spittle on the ground

from skipping up and down.

But when he becomes young, he will be happy. How ? He will not be happy.

For he is enveloped in youth on all sides in desires full of danger, and it is not given

to him to do them because he would die badly. So he gets married, has children and

is happy. How will he happy when he is worried whether the children might be

foolish ? But when he becomes old, how does he rest, will he rest when the dangers

of age are there ?

And after all this, there is the expectation of death consuming his soul like a

fire. Death which takes on all forms, child and old man, young and great man.

Age is not a measure that can be applied to death, which takes on all forms.

What sort of 

(123) 

creatures is man ? It is a great pain to consider the death of man and his decay, the

face that  changes in the guise of death, the body that has become feeble, the mouth

closed, the hair sticky, the eyes twisted and closed, and the limbs that do not move.

The rest of the body is in the earth, the flesh that has withered, the sinews

rotten with the rest that has disintegrated, the joints30 which have become loose,

together with the corners that have become dry and the large amount of dust. For

man is nothing, like a flower or grass that has dried up and withered, like wood that

27 I have tried to write the following section in comprehensible English.
28 Probably xNtoots.
29 Not quite sure how to understand this. There is no Syriac text of this gloomy scenario.
30 Crum 596b



is burned by a fire and disappears. 

After the destruction of man and his great wretchedness, God visited his own

creature, whom he made according to his own likeness and image so that death

might not be victorious and boast over him: 'I have conquered man.'

For the devil is permanently at war with man and took him prisoner by means

of the evil of death and the gates of Amente,31 hurling his acts of lawlessness at man

the whole time until he had firmly secured under the control of death. He locked

him in the prison of Amente. For this reason the soul, bound in the darkness, was

unable to escape from the prison cells of the dead. 

For this reason the Father sent his son to earth. Without flesh, because he was

a spirit, God caused him to become flesh in the womb of the Virgin, God having

become man to save the one who had strayed and to gather together those who had

been  scattered by the envy of the Devil and bring them together into his flock.

(124) 

The things which death, having divided man,  has scattered, these things have been

gathered together by Christ who became man with32 a soul and body. For death

bound the soul in Amente, having loosened the flesh in the earth. He divided man

into two.

The Saviour himself, Jesus,  released the soul from its chains, having bound

the flesh to the joints and brought them both together and made them one, the sould

and the body and soul. He joined them together.  He gave the body to the soul and

the soul to the body. He gave the organ of speech. He gave him appointed limbs.

Now therefore, soul,  sing in the body of those who have their own

indissoluble God. This is why Christ died for us, so that we might live with him

forever. Did he have to die or become man ? He is God,with the entire glory of the

divinity. For this reason he tolerated birth as a mortal human being, he an immortal

God.

Why did he come down to earth, when he was a king in heaven ? Who forced
31 Earlier Egyptian funerary literature has a text known as the Book of Gates, closely related to the so-called

Amduat, which represents the passage through the 12 hours and gates of underworld (Duat) and all the
goddesses that will be meet the deceased, with charming soubriquets such as The One Who Splits Open the
Heads of the Enemies of the Sun God..

32 NouA Nkesop



him to make his way33 to the cross to die joyfully, when he was creator of everything,

having tolerated birth in a woman's womb and being wrapped in swaddling clothes.

The one enveloped in all the glory of his Father, who sits on the chariot of the

Cherubim was laid down in a manger and suckled at a woman's breast, he at whose

feet the Seraphim stood in trembling, giving glory to his divinity.

(125) 

The one who sent water that it might flow in the rivers together with rain and

dew, sending waters from heaven, he was baptized in the Jordan by a mortal man.

The one who illuminated everything was struck down by the Jews.

The one on whose word the seven heavens, the firmament, the earth and

Amente depend was hanged on a wooden cross.

The one who took lifeless earth and made it into a living man had to tolerate

being struck down so that, by being struck down, he might save man who had gone

to perdition through his sin. He gave his soul to save the souls of men. He gave his

holy flesh for the entire creation of Adam. His blood he gave for all. He gave a man

for a man and his death for our death.

For the death to which man is obliged, which is feared, has become a blessing,

for Christ has died for us.

This is the love that Christ revealed when he died for us sinners to save us.

Which just person ever died for a single sinner ? Which father ever died for the son

he fathered, or companion for companion or beloved brother for brother. No-one

ever did this, die for another willingly or out of necessity.

Christ himself came out of necessity and love. We sinners, not only did he

form us like Adam when he made us human, but, when he died in sin, he came and

suffered for us and made us live with his love.

(126) 

At the time when he formed us with his hand, he was not suffering. But he generated

us once again through the tribulation  of his death, suffering with us like a woman in

33 Typographical error:  Mpef{N}ouoei.



labour. He was very patient with us: he did not  consume the earth with fire, but

suffered scourges at the hands of sinners and let them kill him and bury him, as the

prophet says: 'You have brought me to the dust of death.'34

Who took him ? The impious people whom he loved, they killed him. He came

to them to save them. They became afraid, like a locust.

See then, man, the repayment which the children of Israel made to our Lord.

They pierced the side of the one who had made them. They inflicted pain on the one

who had done many good things for them and their fathers.  They repaid this

kindness with wickedness and hatred in place of the love with which he loved them.

They  distressed the one who had given joy to them, the one who had raised the dead

when they saw him, the one who healed the lame and purified those who are

leprous, the one who gave light to the blind, the one they killed and hung on a cross.

See then, man, the audacity of the Jews, they hanged the one who suspended35

the earth, they nailed the one who established the waters for the earth, they

separated the one who set in order the heavens with his wisdom, they bound the one

who freed them from the slavery of Pharaoh and fettered the one released sinners.

The one who a source of water and cured them of their thirst  was a given

vinegar when he was thirsty.

They burned him with bitterness in the agony of death on the cross, there being no

thought that he had satisfied them with honey from 

(127) 

a rock.36 They bound the hands and feet of the one who had released the paralysed,

fettered as they were by the devil because they had done his will.

He bound them to him until he who   was to redeem their captivity came.

having liberated those who were captive, the one who send the sun and the moon to

illuminate them. He who opened the eyes of those blind from birth,  his eyes were

closed like a corpse. The one who raised the dead was buried.

O what an  new incomprehensible mystery this is - they judged the judge, they

bound the one who forgave their sins, they put nails into the hands of the one who

34 Ps. 22,1
35 There seems to be a deliberate attempt in this passage to use certain rhetorical tropes, such as paronomasia
36 Budge suggest an ellipse: (water as sweet as) honey



formed them, they hung up the one who had suspended37 their breath in their

throats. They split the one who was to split the limbs of their bodies. According to

need, the one who  made the earth drink life, they forced him to consume bitterness.

The one because of whom everything lives died. They did not insult him very

much on the cross, but before he died he was insulted greatly to his face. While our

Lord was hanging on the cross, the graves opened, Amente was full. He saved their

souls. He raised the dead. They revealed themselves to many of the saints in

Jerusalem.

And  the mystery was not yet completed on the cross. When Christ died, he

brought the enemy to nought. He bound the tyrant's strength. He set up the cross,

victorious before  them, the bearer of victory.

Our Lord Jesus Christ raised his body on the cross. When death saw life, it fell

at his feet. Then the powers of heaven wondered at his wisdom.

The angel was astonished at him. The lines 

(128) 

were afraid. All creation trembled when they saw this new mystery and fearful sight,

as they saw God hanged by people, supported by a cross, his feet fastened to it by

nails. His hands too streched, fastened by nails to the cross.

The Jews were scoffing at him, laughing and emboldened. They did not know

the mystery. The earth trembled when it saw the shamelessness of the Jews. The

mountains shook. The hills shook and moved.

The sea raised its waves so as to cover the earth. The abyss was disturbed and

opened its jaws to swallow all. Creation was angrily disturbed at the audacity of the

wicked Jews. The light-givers of the heavens became dark. The sun set. The moon

was disturbed. The stars ceased to give light to the impious.

The moon was a light, but it did not illuminate when the sun set, but

everything was in darkness when they saw their God who had created them hanging

on a cross like a thief. An angry angel came from the midst of all the angels, his

sword drawn in his hand to destroy them all in one blow.

When they were impeded by the mercy of Christ. He put his hand on the veil
37 Read eire 'made' ? Perhaps the writer is trying to continue the word-play.



of the temple and tore it in two from heaven to earth, while all the angels were

looking down from above angrily, because the patience of God the Father had

prevented them all from destroying them.

(129)  

The light of day fled and left the earth in darkness,  a powerful darkness.38 All these

things happened before Christ closed his eyes.

His light quickly shone in Amente39 and Amente was disturbed when

descended into it,  not in the flesh but in the spirit. For he seized everything that it

should not perish before his hour. His blood he shed on behalf of the earth. He kept

the earth and those in it.

His body remained hanging on the cross because of the elements. His spirit

went down to Amente. He saved those in that place and devastated Amente. He

seized eveyrthing. His body raised the dead and his spirit released the souls in

Amente.

At the time when the body of Our Lord was hanging on the cross, at that time

it was when the graves opened. The jailers of Amente saw him, panicked and fled.

He destroyed the bronze gates and broke  the bolts of iron. He took the souls that

were in Amente up to his Father. When the Lord had dissolved Amente and crushed

death, he subjected the enemy to duress. The souls he brought up from Amente. The

bodies he raised from the earth.

So, consider the amazing strength of his40 man. dead and hanging on the

cross. For creation was unable to support his body and the elements were unable to

support him. Amente was unable to support his spirit. For every place was full of

trouble because of the sufferings of our Saviour.

The whole of creation shook over his death. They were unable to tolerate

seeing their Lord struck down.***

38 If this is the verb, one has to read something like efqMqom (strong)? In any case, the text has to be emended.
39 This is reminiscent of the journey of the Sun God depicted in so many New Kingdom Egyptian graves, but I

suppose it is inevitable in many cultures that death is dark and life is light
40 I suspect this reads: peirwmne 'this man'



(130) 

The whole of creation was astonished: 'What is this new mystery ?  The judge is

judged, without  speaking.'

The one whom they do not see, they see him and are not ashamed. The one

whom they are unable to seize, they seize him and he does not struggle with them.

The one whom they are unable to be compared with, they despise him, and he is not

angry. The one who is not distressed is distressed and does not complain. The

immortal one has died and has suffered.41 The one who  lives in heaven has been

buried on earth and remains silent.

'What is this mystery ?' says the whole of creation. They all wonder at his

merciful acts. When he arose from the dead early on Sunday morning, after he had

crushed death.

He bound the tyrant. He released man. The whole of creation knew that for

the sake of the salvation of man the judge had been judged. And because of him they

saw the invisible and measured the immeasurable. The one without suffering

suffered, the immortal one died, the heavenly one was buried.

He became man and was judged that he might have mercy on us to release

those imprisoned. He suffered that he might give us rest. He died that he might

make us live. He was buried that he might resurrect us. If the Lord had not suffered

for mankind, how could man have been saved ?

Death therefore fell at the feet of Christ and he dragged death as a prisoner,

upsetting Amente with his power. He42 reeled back when he heard the voice of the

Lord calling out to all the souls: 'Come forth, those who are bound, those sitting in

the darkness and the shadow of death. The light has shone on you. 

(131)

'I am preaching life to you. For I am Christ the son of God.' He then released the

holy souls. He resurrected them with him. The earth cried out, saying: 'Spare me.

Lord, and  release me from the curse that is upon me and remove the wickedness of

41 Seems to be in the wrong order
42 Death



the devil from me, because you have made me worthy that your body should be

buried in me in place of the  blood that was poured on me that you might resurrect

it. Your revered image has been scattered in every place. Now, if you had merely

spoken, nobody would have been able to resist your command. But your love

compels you to  come for your creation. Look, you have stood upon the earth,

searching for the limbs of your creature. Redeem him, like a deposit. Take your

image which you  pledged to me. Take Adam, whole as he was before.'

Christ then rose from the dead on the third day. He took the saints with him

to his Father. For the whole of mankind will be saved because of the death of Christ.

The one who was judged is one. The whole place has been saved and mercy

has come43 to the whole place. The one who died so that all might rise is one. The

Lord died for every one so that every one might rise with him. For when he died he

put on man and took him along to the heavens, he being a single one with him. He

took him as a gift to his Father.

Not gold and not silver, but man, whom he had created, in his likeness and

image. The Father then raised him and seated him at 

(132)

his right on the elevated throne. He appointed him judge of the living and the dead

and governor of all his creation, sitting over the Cherubim, the one who created

heavenly Jerusalem, the true bridegroom and the king of all aeons. Glory to him for

ever and ever. Amen

Athanasius Archbishop

43 Probably auna <ei> Mpma thrF


